I. INTRODUCTION In this paper all our graphs will be finite, undirected and without loops or multiple edges. Terminology not defined here will conform to that in [2] . If U, u are adjacent vertices we write u I u and write v f u, otherwise.
A set of vertices S is said to dominate the graph G if for each v @ S, there exists u E S with v l. u. The smallest cardinality of any such dominating set is called the domination number of G and is denoted by y(G).
The purpose of this paper is to initiate an investigation of those graphs which are critical in the following sense: for each v, u E V(G) with v f u, y(G + vu) < y(G). Thus we define G to be k-y-critical if y(G) = k and y(G + e) = k -1 for each e 6Z E(G).
We will denote the neighborhood of v by N(v).
SUMNERANDBLITCH II. i&y-CRITICAL GRAPHS
The l-domination critical graphs are clearly K,, n > 1. 2-y-critical graphs are not much more complicated. If G is 2-y-critical, then for any edge e E E(G) (G is the complement of G), say e = vu, we have Y(G + e) = 1. Thus we have, without loss of generality, that {v} dominates G + e and so v is an isolated vertex of c -e. Hence we have shown that every edge of G is incident with an endpoint of G. Thus we have proven THEOREM 1. G is 2-y-critical lJ'c= oyzt=, K,,,i (n > 1).
For the remainder of this paper we will write just k-critical instead of k-ycritical.
III. 3-CRITICAL GRAPHS
The situation for k-critical graphs with k > 3 is more involved. Here we consider primarily the 3-critical graphs. If G is 3-critical and is not connected, then G is easily seen to be the disjoint union of a 2-y-critical graph and a complete graph. Thus the only 3-critical graphs of any real interest are the connected ones. The 3-critical graphs on p < 8 vertices are shown in Fig. 1 .
There is a general class of 3-critical graphs which we have found to be useful to us. For any p > 6, let a + b + c =p -3 be any partition of p -3. Let A, B, C be disjoint complete graphs of cardinality a, b, c, respectively, and such that A U B U C is complete. Let G be the graph with V(G) = AUBUCU(v,u,w} with N(v)=A, N(u)=B and N(w)=C. Then G is easily seen to be a 3-critical graph on p vertices. In fact any 3-critical graph on p vertices having maximum clique size w(G) =p -3 is of this form. See In particular, we allow both (a, u) and (u, v) to be arcs in the orientation of G.
The next lemmas are crucial to much of what we will do.
LEMMA 2. Let G be a 3-critical graph and S an independent set of n > 4 r%ertices. Then the vertices in S may be ordered as a,, a, ,..., a, in such a way that there exists a path x,, x2 ,..., x,-, in G -S with [a,, xi] + a,, , for i = 1, 2 ,..., n -1.
Proof. Since S is independent in G, S is complete in G and hence the canonical orientation on d induces on S a tournament with 'possibly a few extra arcs. Thus since every tournament has a spanning directed path, we may label the vertices of S as a,, a2. ,..., a, so that (a,, a,+ 1) is an arc of G for each i = 1, 2,..., n -1. Hence for each i = 1, 2 ,..., n -1, there exists x, such that [a,, x,] + a,, , . Now since JSI >4, xl@ S and for i#j, xi f a,+, while x1 I a,+ 1 and so x, f x,. Finally since for i = 2,3 ,..., n, x,-, f ai and [xi,a,]+a,+, we havex,-, Ix,. Thusxix, ..a~,, is the required path. 1 LEMMA 3. If S is an independent set with 1 SI = n in the 3-critical connected graph G, then there exists x E S with 6(x) > n -2.
Proof. If n < 3, the result is trivial. So we assume n > 4 and let S = {a,, a2 ,..., a,,} be ordered as in Lemma 2. Then {x2, x1 ,..., x, _ , ) c N(a,). Thus B(a,)>n-2.
Remark.
Note that the connectedness of G was used only implicitly in the case n = 3 to guarantee that some vertex in S is not isolated. In fact this lemma holds (with essentially the same proof) if we only require that G have at least four vertices. 
Proof
If G has order 8 or less, the result is easily checked. If ) GI > 9, then since the ramsey number r(3,4) = 9, if G does not contain a triangle, then G must contain an independent set S of order at least four. Let S = {aI, a*,..., a,} be ordered as in Lemma 2 and let x,, x2 ,..., x,-i be the associated path. Then it follows that {xi, x2, a,,} is a triangle in G. 1
Before continuing we mention that a construction due to Trotter [4] shows that, in fact, 3-critical graphs can contain independent sets of arbitrarily large cardinality. The graph in Fig. 3 has an independent set of size four. IV. MATCHINGS We next show that every 3-critical connected graph of even order has a 1 factor.
LEMMA 6. Let G be a connected, 3-critical graph. Then if T is a separating set of vertices for G, then G -T has at most 1 T[ + 1 components.
Proof: Suppose first that T = {v} and that G -v has three (or more) components A, B, C. Then by Lemma 5, at most one of these can be trivial. Thus we may assume that ]A ] > 2 and IB ] > 2. Now let a E A and b E B with a i v and b _L v. Then a & b and so with no loss of generality, we may assume that [a,~] -+ b for some x E V(G). Since x f b, we have x # v. Also since {a, x} dominates the vertices in C, it must be that x E C. But then if ZJ E B -{b}, u is not dominated by {a, x). Hence we may assume that 1 TI = n > 2 and G -T has components A,, A, ,..., A,,+,, An+2.
Let a, E A, for i = 1, 2 ,..., n + 2. Then S = {a,, a2 ,..., a,,,} is independent in G with IS] > 4. We assume S is ordered as in Lemma 2, and let Xl% *.. x,+1
be a path in G -S with [ai,xi] + ai+, for each i = 1,2 ,..., n. Then each xi is adjacent to vertices in more than one of the Ats and hence it must be that each xi belongs to T. But this is impossible since 1 TI = n. 1
The classic theorem of Tutte on the existence of a 1 factor in a general graph states that a graph G has a 1 factor iff it does not contain a set S such that G -S has more than I S I odd components. A simple parity argument (see, for example, [3] ) shows that in fact Tutte's theorem can be phrased as in THEOREM 7 (Tutte).
A connected graph of even order has a 1 factor iff G does not contain a set S such that G -S has at least I SI + 2 odd components.
As a consequence of this version of Tutte's theorem, our next result follows at once from Lemma 6. THEOREM 8. If G is a connected 3-critical graph of even order, then G contains a 1 factor.
V. DEGREES OF VERTICES
It is natural to hope that the property of being 3-critical would put some severe restrictions on the vertex degrees of a graph. The next few theorems will show that this is the case. It would be a worthwhile problem to try to characterize the degree sequences of 3-critical graphs.
For a 3critical graph G, let S, = {v: u E V(G) and 6(v) < k} and let d, = 1 S, ]. Thus d, is the number of vertices in G of degree at most k.
For a subset A of the vertices of a graph G we will denote by p,(A) the cardinality of a largest independent set of vertices in A. ProojI Suppose that A = {a,, a2,..., aktz} is an independent set in S, ordered as in Lemma 2. Then there exist xi, x2 ,..., xk+ I in G -A such that [xi, ai] + ai+ 1 for i = 1, 2 ,..., k. Moreover, by Lemma 9, xi 6Z S, for each i. Let 6 E S, -A. Then for each i = 1, 2 ,..., k + 1, b is adjacent to one of xi or ai which is impossible since 6(b) < k. 1
We are now prepared to show that d, is bounded above by a linear function of k.
THEOREM 11. Let G be a 3-critical connected graph. Then for k > 1, d, < 3k.
ProoJ For k = 1 we note simply that since G is connected S, must be independent and so by Lemma 3, d, < 3. Now assume k > 2 and d, > 3k + 1. Let H be the subgraph of G, the complement of G, induced by S,. Then each vertex v E H satisfies 6,(v) 2 2k. Hence, considering the canonical orientation s?(H) of H, there must exist a vertex u E V(G) with outdegree B(x) > k. Let A = {a,, a,,..., ak} be a set of k vertices in S, such that (0, ai) is an arc in d(H). Thus for each i = 1, 2,..., k, there exists xi E G such that [u, xi] + a,.
Note that by Lemma 9, xi 6$ S,. Now let B be any set of k vertices in S, -A -{v } which are not adjacent to v in G. Then each element of B is adjacent in G to each xt, i = 1,2 ,..., k. Thus B U {v, a 1 } is an independent set of k + 2 vertices in S,. But this is contrary to Lemma 10. I Although the result in Theorem 11 shows that d, is linear in k, it is not quite best possible. We do have equality for k = 1 as can be seen from the lirst graph in Fig. 1 . However we can show that d, < 5 and d, < 8 for all G (the last graph in Fig. 1 shows that 8 is possible) . To what extent this result can be imporved in general, we do not know. However, a significant improvement on the bound for dk can be obtained if the cardinality of the graph is much larger than k. 
IW-I.
We claim that W -C f 0. Suppose that x E C. Where can a, y such that [b, y] -+ x be? In order to dominate a, y cannot belong to W. Moreover, since we may assume ] G] is large and hence that W # (x}, y cannot belong,to S,. Hence it must be that y E 44. We note that y is adjacent to all of W -{x I. Thus for a fixed b E T and any x E C, there exists y, E M with N(y,) n W = W -{x}. Moreover, if x # x', then y, # y,, . But then ] Cl < IM] < d,k Q 3k2 and so if p is sufficiently larger than k, then we may assume that C # W. Now let z E W -C. For each b E T, there exists yb with [z, yb] + b. Thus y, dominates all of S, -{b, yb} (it may be possible that yb E S,).
Recall that a was chosen so that Q was not adjacent to at least two other elements of Sk. Hence yb # a for every b E T. Now, in order that a may be dominated by (z,yb), it must be that y, E S, -T or yb E A4. Let R={yb:ybEM} and U=(yb:ybES,}. We first observe that if b,, b, E T with b, # b,, then yb, # y& Since yb, is adjacent to b, while yb2 is not adjacent to b,. Now if b E T and yb E U, then z is not adjacent to y, and so there exists w,, such that [z, wb] -+yb, or [ y,, wb] + z (note that we cannot use z 65 C to eliminate a case since we do not have y, E 7').
If [ y,, wb] + z, then since p % k, we have as before that wb 6Z S,. But now since [z, yb] + b and We is not adjacent to z, we must have wb adjacent to y,. As before, we may assume that ]N(yb) n S,] < d,-, . But N(yb) n S, = S, -{b, yb}, a contradiction.
Hence we may assume that for each ya E U, there exists a wl, with [w*,z] +y,. But now if w,E S,, then since We is not adjacent to yb and [z,r*] + b it must be that wb = b. But this is impossible since (b, z} cannot dominate a. Thus it follows that wb 6Z S,. Let L = {I++,: y, E U).
Then first, if wb E L, then since w,, is adjacent to every element of T, we have wb & R. Also if b,, b, are distinct elements of T with y,,, yb2 E U, then wb, f w,+ since wb, is not adjacent to yb, while wbz is adjacent to y, .
Thus a is adjacent to every element of L U R and L, R, and S, are pairwise disjoint. Hence k > 6(u) > 1 N(a) n S, ( + ( R 1 + (L I = I N(a) n S, 1 + ITl=dk-1, and so d,Qk+
We believe this result to be best possible but we have not been able to prove this.
VI. DIAMETERS
In general, the diameter of a connected graph having y = 3 can be as large as 8. For 3-critical graphs the situation is more restrictive. Let r E A and s E B. Then r f s and so with no loss of generality we may assume that there exists a vertex u with [r, u] + s. Then u f s and so u # 6, but since r f b we must have u E B. Thus r must dominate all of A, i.e., rlu for every uEA-(r}. Now consider any t E B. There exists y E V(G) with [t, y] + r or [y, rl --+ t. If i&Y] --$ r, then since y f r, y @ A U {a), but then a cannot be dominated by {t, y}. Thus it must be the case that for every t E B, there exists a vertex t * with [t*, r] -+ t. Also since t" f t, t* # b, and hence t* E B. Thus t* dominates all of B -{t, t* } and it follows that t* is unique and (t*)* = t. In particular [t, r] + t*. Thus B can be partitioned into nonadjacent pairs (t, t* }. which is the cardinality of a smallest independent dominating set for G. Here we mention a related conjecture.
Conjecture.
If G is k critical, then y(G) = i(G).
At first we believed that if G was a 3-critical graph, then every vertex was contained in a 3-element independent dominating set for G. However, we have recently constructed examples that show this need not be the case. For k = 3 we can prove the conjecture if G has diameter 3.
Finally, in conclusion, we mention that it would be interesting to attempt to answer for general k the questions settled here for k = 3. Also there is much to be said about the degree sequence of a k-critical graph. Can these be characterized? The examples of 3-critical graphs that we have constructed for p > 7 all contain Hamiltonian paths. It is natural then to ask when a kcritical graph will contain a Hamiltonian path or cycle.
